AGE-GROUPER TALE

MARTINHAL TRIATHLON

UNDER THE SEA
WITH AUTUMN WEATHER HITTING THE UK AND SUNSHINE ONLY TWO HOURS AWAY,
220’S EDITOR HELEN WEBSTER HEADED OUT TO PORTUGAL FOR HER FIRST SEA TRIATHLON…
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MEET HELEN WEBSTER
AGE ›› 37
PROFESSION ›› Editor of 220 Triathlon
BEST DISCIPLINE ›› Run
WORST DISCIPLINE ›› Bike
WHY I RACED ›› To try a sea tri

W

aves. Big waves. Big crashy
waves. Waves that are
bigger than me. Wetsuit
firmly zipped up, I head out
a little way, take a deep breath and start to
swim a few strokes – only to get spun round
and come up spluttering, blinking in the
sunlight, saltwater burning my nose and
throat. Luckily though, this shameful first
attempt at sea swimming is only seen by a
couple of sunbathers and a cluster of little
seabirds. I’m in Portugal, it’s the day before
the first Martinhal Triathlon and to be frank,
I’m worried…
Time to backtrack a little. When I joined the
220 Triathlon team a little over a year ago,
I’d run countless half marathons and one full,
and got stuck into all sorts of fitness crazes,
but I’d never quite got to grips with the whole
swimming thing. Sure, I could do a feeble bit
of schoolgirl-level backstroke and tread water,
but front crawl? Forget it. This quickly had
to change and a year on I’ve had a great
first season in tri, learnt to love freestyle,
completed several races and discovered the
joys of open water. The final box to tick was
to complete a race with a sea swim though,
which is how I came to be in Portugal, the
day before the first Martinhal Triathlon…

RACE DAY

So – back to those crashy waves. Despite the
sea being unusually choppy on the Friday and
Saturday, come race day the sun is out and, to
my relief, the sea looks a bit calmer. I’m doing
the sprint distance and line up on the beach
chatting to the other triathletes. All of a
sudden the klaxon sounds and we’re off –
running a short distance down the beach into
the sea – and before I know it my nerves
evaporate, the adrenaline kicks in and I’m
swimming towards the first buoy. The motion
of the waves takes a little getting used to, but
I’m surprised by how quickly I start to enjoy
myself and get into my stride.
The swim takes us out, around a buoy, along
the coast to a second buoy and then back
inland. I’m doing well and gaining a few places
until I make the mistake of standing up too
soon as I approach the shore – feeling sand
under my feet I decide to try and walk the last
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few metres, when continuing to swim would
probably have been much faster!
This event is dubbed “the race to the end of
the world” and during the bike leg you start to
understand how it got that name. Long,
straight roads with mild inclines take us out
from the Martinhal beach resort and hotel
through the historic village of Sagres and on
to Cape St Vincent, the most south-westerly
point in Europe. The surfaces are smooth and I
pick up speed easily, although, heading past
Sagres and on to the turnaround point, side
winds from the coast on my left soon start to
slow me down. I push on and after a while
realise that I’m having to pedal hard even
when going downhill – the sign of a truly windy
bike leg! I’m glad I decided to fly my carbon
road bike out, as some people on hired
mountain bikes are starting to struggle. The
scenery is amazing, though, and before I know
it the 20k is done and I’m back to drop off my
bike and start the 5k run.

TRAIL RUN

Running is my strongest discipline and I love
the feeling of being free of all the kit needed
for the swim and bike and able just to relax
and enjoy the rest of the race. The run takes
us round a lagoon near to the hotel grounds
and up through the nature reserve forests to
do a lap of Sagres. The terrain underfoot is a
mix of trails and sand dunes, but I love trail
running so I’m in my element. I do stop at one
point when I see a small, green snake ahead of
me – but it’s long dead so doesn’t bother me,
although it makes a couple of other
competitors jump into the brush as well.
All too soon I’m heading back down the hill
towards the Martinhal resort and the finish
line. I’m happy to have completed my first sea
swim race and can’t believe, after all the
anticipation and pre-race nerves, that it’s over
so soon. All that remains is to hit the
after-party, download the race times and start
planning next year’s race season… ■ 220

Clockwise from top left: Conditions calmed
for race day; Competitors gather for the
750m sea swim; The off-road trail through
Costa Vicentina nature reserve; Cape St
Vincent, Europe’s most south-westerly point,
marks the turning point in the 20km bike leg

MARTINHAL TRI STATS

MARTINHAL SPRINT DISTANCE, SAGRES, PORTUGAL, 26 OCTOBER 2014

STARTERS

77

WOMEN’S
WINNER
NADÈGE
ZAGHDOUDIALLAN 1:16:04

FINISHERS

77

MEN’S
WINNER
RICARDO
JORGE CORREIA
1:04:03

THINKING OF ENTERING NEXT YEAR? ›› www.martinhaltriathlon.com
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